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The premise of this book is that the lyric genre coheres when lyrics are regarded to be 

perceptual acts. The mythology, the lore, and the theory of the lyric situate the lyricist as 

an exemplary yet typical figure cast out of her native circumstance and forced, implicitly 

or explicitly, to perceive anew. Lyric utterance enacts the “first sight” of an embedded, 

embodied organism, recreating the dynamics of perception in a process that is at bottom 

biosemiotic. Having established that perception obscures sense data (and thus its objects) 

by transmuting them as they are embodied, I suggest within this excerpt that lyric 

obscurity is a function of an analogous (indeed a homologous) process: the upshot of 

each is to consign its referents to a state of semiotic potential. 

 

The Semantic Potential of Lyric 

[As part of] a revision of the dualistic and reductive methods of biology, the 

biologist Jakob von Uexküll . . . theorized that the activity of life (including, but not 

limited to, the activity of perception) is primarily semantic. Uexküll devised the concept 

of the Umwelt, the subjective or self-centered universe consisting of an organism’s 

significant experience of the environment based in the capacity of its sensorium to select 

from it in order to meet its biological needs (29-34). Subsets of objectively-delineated 

habitats (36), Umwelts may be defined as closed, unified networks of meaningful 

physical relationships between a “meaning receiver” (an organism) and “meaning 

carriers” (27) (here, stimuli), the compatible aspects of a habitat with which a meaning 



receiver interacts by perceiving and “operating” (or acting) upon them (27, 31). Though 

circumscribed with respect to a particular organism, an Umwelt is “ . . . a biologically 

instantiated and causally efficacious set of agent-object relations reducible neither to the 

organization of the subject nor to the organization of the environment but always as the 

product of the interaction between the two” (Favareau 83). It is the domain of meaning 

making created as an organism perceives and acts, what is therefore present to it. “All 

else is neglected” (Uexküll 31), [occluded, as it were]. 

It is useful to think of a poem as the construction of an Umwelt. For the poet, the 

speaker, the voice, or the text, as one’s poetics allows, the poem becomes the co-

constructed middle ground to which the meaning receiver is present, the registration of 

what is seen, as it is seen and the efficacious verbal-musical action, or utterance, toward 

the same.i By way of pregnant example at the level of content, in the courtly tradition, the 

beloved is described as she is wooed, wooed as she is described: the portrayal of her 

beauty is at once an acting by persuasion upon a meaning carrier to which the lover is 

attracted due to a pre-ordained compatibility or likelihood of attraction. Acting into the 

environment positions an organism to attract what is “stimulating”—the perceptual 

stimuli that index the desired object. Conversely, the reception of a poem constructs an 

Umwelt for the listener it creates: love poetry, as a verbal-musical act, is also a luring or a 

seduction of a beloved for whom it itself becomes a meaning carrier. Orpheus’s 

summoning of flora and fauna with his song may be said to offer his unlikely auditors 

such a meaning-laden experience: his poetry takes on import for them as they hear and 

are drawn to it. This overt awareness of perception and action, indeed its fusing, with the 

potential for the bi-directionality of Umwelt creation (the relationship between the bee 



and the flower inhabits the Umwelt of each) is among the reasons the courtly dynamic, 

exhausted as it now is, remains central within the lyric tradition.  

  [Notably]  . . . Uexküll conceives of an Umwelt as a “building,” as both an edifice 

and the process of its raising. He redundantly names the space contiguous to the organism 

in which meaning-carriers “bustle about” a “dwelling house” (33). The domain of 

significance the percipient shapes in inhabiting it is, I propose, consonant with the home 

the poetic subject makes in dwelling within the poem. As noted, it is commonplace to 

conceive of poems architecturally: Dickinson is hardly alone in figuring the form as a 

house, as she does in Poem 466, but she further grasps that such an edifice requires 

ventilation. The house of poetry stands “More numerous of windows—/Superior—for 

doors—” (3-4) and features “. . . for an everlasting Roof/The Gambrels of the Sky” (7-8) 

to allow for the entrance of possibility in which to dwell. It is opened to potential in the 

form of its relationship to the informing environment (which environment in poetry is 

perforce linguistic). Uexküll is aware that meaning carriers are objects of potential 

significance to percipients: he writes that their meaning is “realized through perception 

and operation” (36) (emphasis added). Lyric acknowledges the potential implicated in the 

relationship of perception to reality, I argue, by means of its obscurity, the expedient 

admitting linguistic potential, the locus of the origin of poetic meaning. 

An understanding of the function of firstness in semantic emergence constitutes 

the first bit of evidence supporting the claim that the lyric not only represents, but models 

and perhaps adapts perceptual processes, as it is the undifferentiated potential for 

meaning that obscurity evokes and welcomes into the poem. Lyric obscurity inheres to a 

great extent in what is referred to as the materiality of language, a designation that is half 



figurative, half literal. The physicality of language is double, existing as ink on a page (or 

pixels on a screen) and as sound, manifestations that are slight, but physical nonetheless. 

Of the two, lyric’s orality, its persisting, aboriginal form (as is well known, even written 

lyrics are intended to be heard) manifests most ephemerally, as voice originates in a body 

emitting energy in wave form pulsing through a medium, perhaps exciting an auditory 

nerve. David Nowell Smith characterizes primal vocalizations, cries, as “raw, quasi-

bodily matter from which language will be made” (28) (emphasis added), invoking a 

double significance for the term while stipulating that this so-called matter is also a 

medium (28). Matter in the sense of substance becomes for Nowell Smith something like 

a figure (it is “quasi-bodily”), as it does for [Daniel] Tiffany and [Maurice] Blanchot. 

Blanchot’s figuring of poetry as a decomposing corpse suggests that it transpires at the 

cusp of the conversion of matter to energy or to other matter, at the point of its 

evanescence. Sound is in fact physical as it is energic, but it is not technically matter 

since it has no mass. As Nowell Smith suggests, it feels substantive nevertheless in 

issuing from and impacting the body.  

The materiality of language, whether written or oral, its so-called “privileging of 

the signifier,” was a pet if not an original focus of twentieth-century poetics: de Man, 

Blanchot and Tiffany are representative in viewing the poetic word as physical or 

embodied, a quality that correlates with its lack of transparency.ii The word that is not an 

unclouded window on to a referent commands attention, becoming, by virtue of its 

opacity, a thing unto itself. By way of its widely noted resistance to reference, lyric 

foregrounds the “substance” of its medium, matter on the verge of transforming to 

energy. As a “physical” system, language, like the physical world within which 



perception transpires, is an embedding system featuring, indeed dependent upon, the 

dynamic of mutual co-construction through which entities (for the sake of simplicity, 

words) are constituted of other entities (other words), of “matter” that is in a sense 

transformed into themselves in the process of signification.iii As words are informed by 

their denotations and connotations, they are made meaningful by entities that are 

potentially of the same stuff. They consist of constituent elements transformed, 

alchemically rather than physically, to become of themselves, elements that are then 

unrecognizable within their transformed state, but denoted, indexed by it. One needs only 

a dictionary to evince this claim. If language is conceived of as material in this sense of 

mutable, its ability to mean assumes the transformation of what it means, and with it a 

kind of continuity. The word, as sign, is in a sense continuous with the linguistic units it 

denotes, and by which it is informed, in the same way that sensory systems are 

continuous with informing matter-energy, the reception and conversion of which is the 

catalyst to the construction of perceptual meaning. The words with which the words of 

the poem are continuous are, in the manner of sensory stimuli, the spur to the 

composition of poetic meaning.  

As a percipient consists within itself of other constituting and in a sense extant 

entities [(photons, scent molecules, etc.)], by simply existing—i.e., by perceiving—it 

gestures beyond itself to what is potentially significant, to what has not yet been but 

might be transmuted and thus signified—in other words, to . . . [the undifferentiated state 

of potential Peirce calls] firstness. A word, analogously, is composed of denotative and 

connotative significance that takes the form of other words, and thus points beyond itself 

to a complex of potential lexical meaning. Words, like percepts, radiate outward toward 



the entities by which they might be defined, that is to say, granted meaning and contour, 

words that are in turn formed of others in a continuum mirroring the physical world. 

(Defining by informing is literal in physical processes such as perception and figurative 

within language.)iv What renders this potential significance present, and thus realizable, 

is the poem’s disposal of obscurity, particularly in the form of ambiguity. Lyric 

expression makes present, and makes itself present to, the fullness of the linguistic 

context it implies rather than ignoring it. What renders this set of potential significance 

inaccessible, and its variety indistinguishable or virtual, is the materiality of the sign 

(percept, word) that has transformed and obfuscated it by merely by existing. Poetry 

liberates this predisposition of language to indeterminacy. Its verbiage shimmers with a 

foreign patina: a repertoire of potential meaning hovers over the poem like an aura that is 

visibly indistinct. The poetic word strives to release the fullness of its evocative power, 

the totality of its as-yet-undifferentiated valence of accruals and purgings, expansions, 

revisions, and scars. Chafing at stable meaning, the poem puts potential meanings into 

play, airing them, and in so doing, acknowledges that the environment extends beyond 

the shallow focus that is the predicament of the fallen human. As lyric poetry reflects as 

well as effects this potential for connectedness in a replication of the same, its obscurity 

may become practically inexhaustible—the raison for its durability. As Shelley tells us, 

“All high poetry is infinite; it is as the first acorn, which contained all oaks potentially. 

Veil after veil may be undrawn, and the inmost naked beauty of the meaning never 

exposed” (327). In implementing a directionality outward into language as a whole, the 

genre foregrounds systemic connectivity, and in so doing, competes with and downplays 

language’s aptitude for determined reference. It manifests a lexicality that resonates as a 



signifying physicality, a physical system of signs. At the back of opacity is capacity, what 

extends beyond one’s curtained station on the stair.   

This condition of potential connectedness, active while it is masked, must remain 

unseen since seeing, poetic and otherwise, determines, lopping off ramifying potential. 

Both Adorno and Heidegger stress that the immediacy of poetic engagement is less than 

fully conscious. Adorno in fact equates “The unself-consciousness of the subject 

submitting itself to language as to something objective” with “the immediacy and 

spontaneity of that subject's expression” (43). Heidegger claims that the nature of one’s 

attachment to the Open is necessarily unconscious, for consciousness co-evolves with the 

representation that distances one from it (“Poets” 108). The physical connectivity that is 

the basis of the perceiver’s relationship to its environs is likewise unconscious: points of 

organism-environment connection within perception are themselves unperceivable. . . . 

this state is foundational to lyric utterance and lyric reception at the same time it is one 

from which the genre inevitably emerges, maintaining its linguistic embededdness all the 

while. Potential meanings remain even as interpretive acts decide them. (These 

unconscious mechanisms of perception are semiotic in their engagement with an 

environment, the first stage in a process of meaning-making. Biosemioses depend on the 

conscious registration of neither signs nor objects.) Lyric returns one to this basis, to a 

physical groundedness in and through which a perceptual means of meaning-making, 

mediated in language, emerges. Poetic utterance flirts with obscurity, then, not simply 

because its object is obscure (travel writing and teenage journals would then pass as 

lyrical), but because the poem of mind’s contention with the strange is accomplished by 

evoking the immediate, healing state of presence to potential. The lyric in effect embeds 



itself in a linguistic environment by remaining receptive to the role of that environment in 

the emergence of meaning. To cope with the estrangement to which we are all subject, to 

act wisely within a new situation, one must, as Emerson reasoned, be present to 

unconscious points of connection to the extent possible within the act of thinking. 

The types of firstness inhering in lyric semiosis and correlating with those of 

perception may now be distinguished. 1) All language, as a physical medium houses an 

immanent, physical type of firstness, a latency consisting of the possibility of other words 

into which it might be transformed. Language’s mutability is an effect of the fact that it 

gives meaning to instances of language with which it is, in a sense, continuous. Text 

considered to be autonomous correlates with an extra-cognitive, physical reality, the 

fluctuations of which presume firstness. 2) Corresponding to the potential significance of 

stimuli to the organism, firstness manifests in the poem relationally as the potential 

meanings of the linguistic units of which it is composed, the specific words defining the 

chosen words of the poem. Said potentiality is released through ambiguous constructions 

and other aforementioned obfuscating techniques and is differentiated only virtually prior 

to its determination by the perceiver constructed by the poem, or the receiver of the 

poem. 3) Firstness may also be experienced consciously in the form of uninterpreted first 

exposure, that unspeakable registration of the as-yet-undifferentiated, still to be 

comprehended whole [corresponding to the percept]. The firstness instantiated in and 

experienced upon the exposure to novelty may be represented within the poem itself. It 

may also inhere in the immanent potential conferred by the irreducibility of lyric 

language during the phase in which poetry impacts the reader but has not yet been 

differentiated and grasped, the phase of the extension of its resistance. 4) Firstness in 



lyric exists in the potential form of the objects of the stimuli-like words that index them, 

the often nebulous referents of lyric utterance made so by generic conventions, including 

the apparent extrapolation of entire utterances from contexts that are thereby concealed. 

As objects are realized when acted upon—the lover by her wooing, the ideas of the poem 

in their interpreting—functional firstness exists as the set of potential actions responding 

to referent objects.  

Obscurity is then a symptom of an embedded form of signification the lyric 

adopts, of the sign’s potential constitution by other signs that may potentially constitute 

still others that at any point may designate potential objects, physical and intellectual.  

. . .  

The obscurity endemic to lyric utterance hence betokens the genre’s 

understanding of language and its users as embedded, a condition for which lyric 

signification accounts in exploiting what might safely be called the nature of language. In 

restoring language’s full functional, that is semantic, potential into the milieu of the 

poem, poetic obscurity puts language into ontological and epistemological alignment 

with an embedded, embodied understanding of cognition. “Poetry can be defined as that 

language in which a world (of unfolded meanings) opens up, and in which our terrestrial 

essence as mortals reverberates” (Vattimo 72). Lyric technique maintains the fluid 

preconditions of linguistic decision, which mirror, and possibly arise from, the fluid 

preconditions of perceptual decision. Presence is the openness to what “being” might 

implicate of the environment (or earth, or world) with which it is continuous but which it 

cannot perceive because, as will become clear in the next chapter, perception determines 

potential. The admitting of obscurity as a semiotic component also acknowledges that 



local interpretive freedom is constrained by events determined beyond the interpreter’s 

ken. Its use invokes the set of implicit possible, but not illimitable, relationships between 

poeticizing organism and environment—and by extension between reader and text—in 

order to elongate the chaotic, messy activity of recuperation and allow one to decide 

wisely.  

In the practical terms of poetry, the airing of potential allows lyrics to render the 

process of decision making in which all options, or at least all best options, are 

entertained and pre-existing sets of connotations shuffled, so that best matches may be 

constructed to restore an efficacy in context to words, an end that has been staked as the 

raison d’etre of the major poet. That active potential is requisite to the fabric of lyric is 

dramatized in the Orpheus myth when Eurydice is forced to follow the poet during their 

single-file ascent to the upper world, to exist potentially to him for a space while 

obscured from his view. The trust that her potential state will be actualized, that the poem 

only resists the intelligence “almost successfully,” is essential during the phase of poetic 

emergence into the daylit world of comparatively stable signification, the earthly realm in 

which Eurydice is Orpheus’s wife. Because the poet cannot tolerate his beloved’s 

indefinite existence, he turns. As he does so prematurely, she recedes, remaining eternally 

unrealized, forever muse, source of his never-ending, always recallable song.  

To prophesy demands that the prophet access things as they are in order to project 

futurity from present tendency, to foresee the simultaneous “irrational reactions” that 

determine potential. To understand how potential will be determined, one must 

understand the potential, which is neither cognizable, nor effable. If reality were directly 

accessible, the prophet-percipient would function as a mere mouthpiece, funneling the 



world, or the world to be, in lucid fashion. Prophecies articulated with such clarity would 

not be prophecies per se, but direct communiqués from a godhead obviating the prophet. 

As this figure of interest is not a mouthpiece but a mediator, or, per Hegel, a unifier (an 

incomprehensive but not inaccurate term for what the poet and the percipient do), he 

alters what he delivers of the world, thereby obscuring it in determining its potential. He 

speaks not only what is necessarily an interpretation, an individual perspective, but one 

that is literally, physically, of himself. Given that what is uttered has been transformed 

and adapted, the unperceived material object remains in a state of potential significance 

that contrasts with the mediating “percept.” The complex act of interpretation that is 

perception renders the object obscure, consigning it to a state of epistemological 

potential. 

. . .  

It is now possible to begin to account for the riddle’s central position within the 

genre as a conflater of the subject and object of the poem. The adulteration of subject and 

object alike is attributable to the poem’s status as perceptual residue, its implicit 

recognition that the percipient is composed of its mediations of objects, the presence of 

which undermine, even as they constitute it. Each [Whiteheadean] “actual entity,” each 

percipient, is both a subject and its embodiment of the object(s) of which it is composed, 

materially and as qualia. The lyric-perceptual event, as a physical event, entrains 

connections that cannot be completely circumscribed and absented as other, even as a 

contingent or relational object-other. In acknowledging an expanded version of 

perception, one that reaches backward into the obscurity of what might be termed the pre-

perceptual, the lyric speaker (more tenuously, the voice indexing a speaker, still more 



tenuously, a free-floating text indexing a voice) invokes the raw materials of itself, 

decentering itself in introducing a centrifugal momentum toward the environment into 

which it is in danger of dissolving. Concomitantly, the object is obscured because it is 

known only through the subject prophesying it: it too is compromised, diluted. The 

riddle, as a seminal form, destabilizes subject and object in overtly fusing them, deferring 

their identification—or ultimate predication—to the interpretive process, content, in the 

meantime, to subsist in the act of finding.v The riddle’s “I,” as a lyric “I” is self-assertive 

in its self-portraiture at the same time it speaks into existence the objects (in the broad 

sense) it appears to reify. Walt Whitman stands out in his acknowledgement of the 

extremes of an overbearing and a retiring subject, an “I” that is both all-encompassing 

and the dust beneath one’s “boot-soles” (“Song” 52.10), anaphorically insistent, yet 

concealed amid lists of objects. The paradox of the decisive yet compromised subject, the 

subject on the verge of silence as it recognizes that it is comprised of the presence of 

others, is the crux of lyric.  

 

 
                                                        
i
 It goes without saying that such action-utterance is literal in the case of oral poetry. As 
will be addressed in Chapter Four, written poetry encodes actions.  
 
ii The identification of language as substantive of course precedes modernism. See, for 
instance, Roland Greene’s “The Lyric,” in which he reveals early modern lyrics’ 
awareness of their materiality. 
 
iii One might argue that, strictly speaking, this is a mental embedding of meaning rather 
than a material embedding and thereby foreground a limitation of language. However, 
connectivity ontology grants ontic status to the points of connections or relationships 
within ecological systems, providing further evidence for the materiality of the relation-
intensive medium of language. 
 



                                                                                                                                                                     
iv Saussure, of course, was seminal in pointing out the relational nature of meaning, made 
in his theory between the units of the language within a system of difference (165-66). 
However, he did not take the critical step of claiming that words embody what they 
signify by altering it. 
 
v Tiffany offers the fascinating detail that riddles were sometimes inscribed directly on 
the objects themselves, allowing for the simultaneous perception of poem, speaker, and 
referent (73).  
 


